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INTRODUCTION
Of all the sobriquets given Walt Whitman, "poet
of the common man" is most misleading.

For it has been

observed that while Whitman is the spokesman for the
common man, the champion of his cause, and the first
poet to recognize the potentiality of the common man
in the development of America, he is not universally
read and understood by him.
One of the oft-quoted reasons for this lack of
interest is that the poetry is difficult to read, to
interpret, to understand, and to enjoy.

Another reason

given is that the poetry's prophetic-like pronouncement,
its hidden implications, and its mysticism discourages
the reading of it.
For many people mysticism suggests a morbid
quietism effected by a complete deadening of the affections and the stupefactions of the mind.

Or, it appears

as an abandonment of all attempts to reconcile the
"religious sentiment" with intelligent thought--a deliberate
yielding of one's self to an unchecked and unverifiable
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speculation which seems to interpret the vague yearnings
of the soul after a transcendent being.l
Consequently, to the layman, Whitman's poetry
with its mystical characteristics is not easily understood.

To whom is he speaking?

What is the message?

\fuat is the source of his inspiration?
poraries influence him?
his expression?

Did his contem-

Did they shape his thinking and

Or is his a poetic literature whose

ideas and themes may be traced to his mysticism.
The latter idea has posed the controversial
element since the days when Whitman wrote his poems.
Who is \fuitman?
literature; ••2

To some he was the "Lincoln of our
to others, he was the non-conformist of

the mid-nineteenth century; to still others, he was a
poet longing for comradeship and love; but despite the
various opinions, research reveals greatest agreement

l 11Mysticism. 11
edition. Volume XIX.
1941), p. 368.

The Encyclopedia Americana, 19·41
(New York: American Corporation,

2Rudolph W. Chamberlain and Edwin B. Richards,
Beacon Lights of Literature. (Syracuse, New York: Iroquois Publishing Company, 1931), p. 775.
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is with Dowden that Whitman was:
A mystic, and such a mystic as finds
positive science not unacceptable. Whitman beholds no vision of visible things in
heaven or hell unseen to other men. He
rather sees them in his mystical moods as
symbols of the impalpable spirit.3
Whitman's poems are the reflection of an inner
illumination of mystical union.

It is the belief of the

writer that a scientific study of Whitman's poetry will
throw enlightenment on the complex problem.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The problem of the present study is to discover
evidences of mysticism as revealed in eight poems in
Walt Whitman's

Leaves of Grass.
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

Potential readers of Whitman have shied away from
his poetry because it is difficult to read.

York:

There is a

3J. s. Clark, English and American Writers. (New
No Publisher's Name Available, 1927), p. 498.
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lack of interest in his poetry because it is difficult to
understand.

Perry says:

The significance of much of Whitman's
poetry will be missed, if the reader does
not remember that Whitman is talking to his
soul--"the real me. 11 4
By pointing out the evidences of mysticism, its
meaning and relationship to ·poetry, the writer hopes
some understanding may be gained as to the poet's message,
to whom he is speaking, and his source of inspiration.

In

the light of these statements, it is believed that this
study will be of importance and help to those persons who
are interested in an appreciative and enthusiastic reading
of Whitman's poetry.
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this study is to investigate eight
poems in Whitman's

Leaves of Grass, and to attempt to

show that evidence of mysticism is revealed in them.

4Bliss Perry, lli!ll_ Whitman.
Mifflin Company, 1934), P• 34.

(Boston:

Houghton

V

DEFINITIONS
Since evidence of mysticism is to be sought in
eight poems of Whitman, a classification of the forms
mentioned and a study of the meanings might produce a
better understanding of these poems.
The term mysticism, according to the dictionary
definition, is "a belief or doctrine that knowledge or
truth comes or may come from a spiritual illumination
not to be explained by the ordinary process of reason. 5
Other definitions of mysticism are given by Inge
and Watkins.

Rev. W.R. Inge, who has treated Mysticism

in Religion, quotes Pfleiderer's definition:
Mysticism is the immediate feeling
of the unity of the soul with God.6

Swebster's Collegiate Dictionary, fifth edition.
(Spring£ ield, Massachusetts: G. & C. Merriam Company,
1947).
6The Very W.R. Inge, Mysticism in Religion.
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1948), p. 25.
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A more detailed definition of mysticism is quoted
from the Dictionary of Mysticism:
Mysticism: any philosophy, doctrine or
teaching belief centered more on the worlds
of the spirit than on the material universe,
and aimed at the spiritual union or mental
oneness with the Universal Spirit, through
intuitive and emotional apprehension of
spiritual reality, and through various forms
of spiritual discipline. Mysticism in its
simplest form and most essential meaning is
a type of religion which puts emphasis on
immediate awareness of relation with God,
direct and intimate consciousness of Divine
Presence. It is religion in its most acute,
intense and living stage.
The basic idea of all mysticism is that
the essence of life and of the world is an
all-embracing spiritual substance which is the
true reality in the core of all beings, regardless of their outer activities or appearance.7
Watkins' definition of poetry and the relationship between poetry and mysticism is expressed thus:
Poetry is a form of art employing words
fo~ their sound and meaning. Inasmuch as
poetry employs the sound and the suggestive
meanings of words, words as they are aesthetically significant forms, it expresses an

7Frank Gaynor, Dictionary of Mysticism, p. 119.
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aesthetic intuition and contemplation of
significant form and whether it is verse
or poetic prose is pure poetry, is poetry
as the product of abstract and clear
thought.8
The mystical experience is an experience
of a union with God as He transcends all form,
whether images or concepts.9
The relation therefore of poetic to
mystical experience is a relation between
the substance of a superior ••••• human ftmction
and fulfilment, and an accident of the
supreme.10
For the purpose of this study the writer defines
mysticism as the belief that direct knowledge of God
comes through immediate insight.

It is an immediate

awareness of the union of the soul with God.

Mysticism

is being intimately and intensely conscious of spiritual
things and expressing this consciousness in significant
form.

8Edward I. Watkins, Jr., Poets and Mystics.
(London: Sheed and Ward,1953), p. 5.
9Ibid., P• 11.
lOibid., p. 11.
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SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS
This study is limited to that division of type
of mysticism which is related to Nature through "love,"
the same being reflected in these poems of Whitman:
"Song of Myself," "I Sing the Body Electric," "Crossing
Brooklyn Ferry,"

"The Prairie Grass Dividing," "Out of

the Cradle Endlessly Rocking," "The Sleepers," "When
Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom' d," and "The Mystic
Trumpeteer."
The first chapter of this study reviews the
background of the cult of mysticism, including its
fundamental characteristics and the four-fold division
it suggests in relation to Nature.

The second chapter

will show Whitman's development--giving a summary of the
philosophy and literature of three mystics as they may
have influenced him.

Chapter three will give an analy-

sis of the aforementioned poems, and chapter four will
give the conclusion.
No attempt will be made to develop any other
characteristics in these poems.

Whitman's iconoclastic

ix

views, his morals, nor any facts, other than those stated,
will be discussed herein.
PRillARY SOURCES
As this study deals primarily with eight poems

from \-Jhitman's

Leaves~ Grass, the primary sources

used and referred to are the Preface to the 1855 Edition
of Leaves of Grass; Emory Holloway's Inclusive Edition of
Leaves 2£_ Grass; Clifton Joseph Furness's Walt Whitman's
Workshop; Leaves of Grass~ Selected Prose

by Walt

Whitman, edited, with an introduction by John Kouvenhoven; and Walt Whitman's

The Complete Writings, edited

by Richard M. Bucks, Volumes I, II, and III.

CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND OF THE CULT OF MYSTICISH
The tradition of the typical mystic covers
almost three thousand years of human experience.

It

goes back to the direct report of mystical experiences-the Upanishad--those ancient inspired documents which
are the fountain-heads both of the Hindu religion and
of the Vedanta philosophy.

About the same time, one

of the unknown authors of the Mahabharata paused in the
story of the fight between Kurus and the Pandus for that
dialogue between the philosophic young Arjuna and the
master, Krishna, that for all its typical oriental
repetition and prolixity, makes the Bhagavad-Gita one
of the spiritual landmarks of the Aryan world.l
These are the highlights of the great mystical
tradition of the Brahmans that in its early power produced
some undoubted masters of the spiritual life.

Yagnavalkya,

the sage, was such a master.2

scon:

lWalter T. Stace, Mysticism and Human Reason.
University of Arizona Press, 1955), PP• 8-9.
2rbid., P• 10.

(Tu-

2

-Jhen the vigor of the Brahmans had subsided,
Gotma Buddha started a Movement that in the simplicity
of its early days strikingly anticipated many features
of the later Christian revelation.

This dovement also,

in a curious fashion that has been generally misunderstood, afforded a most impressive example of mystic
discipline and achievement.3
Near the same time in China, a little before
Co-:ifucius gathered together the "wisdom of the ancients"
into one of the classical recensions of ethics, the
philosophy of Lao Tzu set down in the Tao Teh Kind

the

first surviving e:·position of a much older mystical
teaching, The ~.4
Two hundred years later
his master

Plato, reported through

Socrates, a series of very informal teachings.

These have proved to be a fruitful and stimulating source
of inspiration to succeeding generations of mystics. 5

3stace,

.Q.E.•

cit., p. llff.

4Ibid., P• 11.
51bid., P• 11.

3

In the third century, the philosophy of Plotinus
was not quite so stimulating; nevertheless, he seems to
have believed that he carried the philosophy of Plato to
its logical mystical heights.

Plotinus shared the view

of the early Christian thinkers that the universe is a
living being, of which all the parts are organically
related and bound together to all the other parts.6
Between Plato and Plotinus had come a new
revelation that was destined in an extraordinary degree
to minister to the needs of all.
succession of mystics.

It produced a long

Some of these were St. Paul,

St. John the Divine, and St. Augustine.7
The Dark Ages produced no m)Ystics of distinction
except the somewhat ambiguous John Scotus Ergena who
translated the writings of Dionysius.

It is to be re-

called that Dionysius the Areopagite influenced more than
any other

the mystical thought of the Middle Ages.8

61J2!.Q_.' P• 11.
7 Ibid., P• 11.

-

8rbid., P• 11.

4

In the Near East toward the end of the eighth
century, the rapid development of Mohammedanism had led
to mysticism in the appearance in Persia of the whiterobed Sufis.

These, from about the eleventh to the four-

teenth century of our era, were to achieve the expression
of various degrees of mystical experience

in works of a

very interesting and gifted succession of poets.9
From the saintly Al-Ghazzali to the bilulous
Hafiz,10 the list of mystics and their mystical experiences and expressions would furnish too long a discussion
for this study; the writer, therefore, turns to consider
some of the common elements that are to be found in the
mysticism of various cultures.
The "1.mitary consciousness," or the "unifying
vision" is the basic fundamental characteristic.11
Another universal characteristic is that mystical consciousness is blessedness--it is the peace which passeth

9 ~ . , p. 11.
10~., p. 11.
llibid., p. 10.
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all understanding.l2

Still another characteristic

element is that the mystic feels an absolute certainty
that he is in direct touch with, and not only in direct
touch with but has entered into actual union with Divine
Being.13
According to Hennan, "Mysticism viewed in its
relation to Nature
self.

suggests a four-fold division of it-

There are the 'Medieval Devotional mystics who

practice a monastic asceticism; the Philosophical mystic
whose ideal was temperance rather than renunciation; the
Nature mystic who found the l·ingdom of God in a flower;
the Love mystic for t-.7hom love is the center of the universe and the most delightful and natural employment of
the soul of man. 11 14
The Love mystic believes that "love brings one
into harmony with nature and makes one see unity.
remote equals and seeming opposites.

It unites

Love is as much a

demand of the spirit as perception and without it, one cannot

12~., P• 10.

-

13 Ibid., P• 10.
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be a naturalist.

As love is the l·ey to perception, so

it is the answer too. 11 15
Herman has said that "by loving, the soul doth
propagate and beget itself, and when you love me the
world quickly becomes yours. 11 16
"The known t.miverse has one conplete lover and
tl.at is the greatest poet, 1tl7 writes Whitman.

The rela-

tionship between the poet and the mystic is expressed by
Watkins:
The mystic is sensitive to natural
beauty and the poet points beyond himself
to the mystic who may even be himself in
another aspect and on a deeper psychological
level. The poet, writing in verse or prose,
provides the symbols which suggest the Indescribable Reality which the mystic knows.18
Turning aside from the brief summary of the
background of the cult of mysticism, having reviewed

York:

15E. Herman, Meaning and Value of Mysticism.
George H. Doran and Company, 1925), p. 169.

(New

16Ibid., p. 169.
17whitman,

Leaves of Grass,

"Preface of 1855,"

p. xii.
18Edward I. \latkins, Jr., Poets and Mystics.
(London: Sheed and Ward, 1953), p. 19.
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the fundamental characteristics of the mysticism of
various cultures, and finally, having pointed out the
relationship between poetry and mysticism, the writer
calls the reader's attention to the basic philosophy of
three mystics who, no doubt, influenced Walt Whitman.

CHAPTER II
THE PHILOSOPHY A.."lD BASIC LITERATURE OF THREE
MYSTICS AND THEill INFLUENCE ON WHITMAN
The development of Western civilization and
religion made possible the expression of Christian
mysticism.

The great countries of the Western world

contributed their finest genius in spiritual power and
often in literary gifts to this great drive of the human
spirit.
William Blake, England's "mad visionary", had,
as a child, visions of God and the angels looking in at
his window; as a man, he thought he received visits from
the souls of the great dead--Moses, Vergil, Homer, Dante,
Ulton--"majestic shadows, gray but luminous," he calls
them.l
To Blake, all nature was a vast spiritual
symbolism, wherein he saw the elves, devils, fairies,

lHelen C. White, The Mysticism .Qi William Blake,
Studies in Language and Literature, Number ll• C1adison:
University of Wisconsin, 1927), P• 18.

9
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himself would have classed himself rather
among the old Hebrew prophets, or the great
poets of all time, compelled to proclaim to
all men the way of escape from eternal death
and to open their eyes to the divine light
which at the appointed hour, will reveal itself and shine forth in full splendor upon
all.3
The earliest, and to this day, the most popular
and best loved poems of Blake are the "Poetic Sketches"
and the "Songs of Innocence and Experience."

Again,

Berger is quoted:
What the book does reveal to us is
Heaven: the Heaven that we see reflected
in the eyes of our mm little ones. By an
extraordinary effort of imagination, or
rather by the spiritual power that his
mysticism naturally gave him, Blake carried himself back into the days of childhood, when all was joy and innocence, and
when the new-born soul felt no other emotion
but life and the joy of living.4
The "Songs of Innocence and Experience" show
not only the feeling he has towards nature, but also it

3Paul Berger, William Blake:
(Tr. by Daniel B. Conner). (London:
1914), p. 230.
4 Ibid., P• 232.

~

.ens! Mystic.
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shows a broader sympathy with children and with all
suffering creatures.

The chimney sweep, the lost child,

and even the sick rose are remembered in his verse.

"The

Sick Rose" is both magical and mystical in that it widens
out in a moment of almost unbearable intuition to an infinity of inwardness :
0 Rose, thou art sick!
The invisible worm that flies in the night,
In the howling storm has found out thy bed
Of crimson joy
And his dark secret love
Does thy life destroy.5
Blake's sympathy for the sick rose establishes
his unity with and love for nature.
characteristics of the mystic.

This is one of the

It is a sympathy that

comes from within as he sees the rose through an eye of
love and is a part of what befalls it.
From his childhood, Blake had visions of Cod and
the angels.

It was no difficult step for him then to move

from the conception of himself as a visionary to the

5"The Poetical Works of William Bla~e," Biographical notes and Prefaces by John Sampson. (Oxford: At the
Clarendon Press, 1905), P• 123.
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further conception of a poet who wrote under divine
dictate.
Schorer quotes C. E. Douglass as saying that
Blake's habit of mind may be described as apocalyptic-"thinking visually: 11
The apocalyptist thinks in pictures,
not in time, not 'true' in themselves but
indicative of the truth which lies behind.
The difference is that between ideas which
come to the poet in the form of images, and
images in which the poet later discovers intellect and sense are fused.6
"Mad Song" is one such poem which illustrates
t he new depth and control given to the nature imagery
by Blake's dawning mystical sense:
The wild winds weep
And the night is a-cold;
Come hither, Sleep,
And my griefs unfold;
But lo, the morning peeps
Over the eastern steeps,
And the rustling birds of dawn
The earth do scorn.

6r-f ark Schorer, William Blake, The Politic 2f
Vision. (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1946),
p. 11.
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Lo! to the vault
Of paved heaven
J;Jith sorrow fraught
My notes are driven
They strike the ear of night
Make weep the eye of day;
They make mad the roaring winds,
And with tempests play.
Like a fiend in a cloud,
With howling woe,
After night I do crowd,
And with night will go;
I turn my back to the east,
From whence comforts have increased
For light does seize my brain
With frantic pain.7
After the "dark night of the soul" the mystic
enters into spiritual union and is conscious of the
spiritual illumination, this is a brief analysis of this
poem.
The mystic desires to associate himself in the
fullest way possible with supernatural reality by means
of love; and with no other purpose in mind but the end
in itself.

Blake's view on love is the remarkable thing

about his mysticism.

He does not look at love from the

7Margaret Rudd, Divided Image: ~ Study of William Blake and w. B. Yeats. (London: Broadway House, 1953),

p°:- 89.

---
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point of view of the poet's romantic ideal, the
philosopher's distinction between earthly and spiritual
love, nor the mystic's asceticism.

He believes that

the senses are the gateway to eternity, the dualism of
body and spirit is overcome by incarnate love; the act
of love is the surest way to spiritual vision.

He be-

l ieves that love is vision; love is imagination; love
is unity; therefore, only with the eyes of love can we
at last see the world transfonned. 8
Whitman's beliefs concerning his own poetry is
similar to that Blake had of his own.
that his was a prophetic message.

Each believed

Both also believed in

the common man, and neither lost his touch with him.
Whitman's was an intense imagination; his esthetic and
spir itual life was said to be so real to him that often
he i-1rote of the psychological and physical realm of his
experiences in such a way as to confuse his readers and
biographers.
An English contemporary of Walt Whitman was
Thomas Carlyle.

-

Research does not reveal that these two

8rbid., p. 112.
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were closely associated.

There is, though, a similarity

in both their lives and thought, for each was "questing"
before he truly found his life's work.
Carlyle experienced a state of doubt and unbelief
in his twenty-fifth year.

From this he passed into a per-

manent condition of faith, which was the great turning
point in his life.
With this change in his life, Carlyle became a
positive force of righteousness and truth.
Nature seemed as the vesture of God.

To him,

Life was filled

with significance, and an infinite love and pity took
possession of his heart.
Carlyle's central philosophy is contained in
Heroes and

~

Worship.

This book discusses every form

in which the great man of the age may appear:
ity, poet, man of letters, prophet.

as divin-

Each type is

illustrated by some striking figure; for example, the
prophet Mohammed and the poet Dante.
Carlyle believed that the poet can keep all men
"together into virtually one Nation so that they do not
~

fall-out and fight, but live at peace in brotherlike

16

intercourse, helping one another."9
for a Nation that it get

"It is a great thing

an articulate voice; that it

produce a man who will speak forth melodiously what the
heart of it means. 11 10
His prophetic message to the world is in his
book, Sartor-Resartus--The Tailor Patched.

Its one great

purpose is to teach the important lesson of discriminating
between appearances and realities.

Carlyle's message may

be summed up as he quaintly puts it in one of his letters-that he had had but one thing to say throughout his books
and that was that Truth was the only reliance for this
world or any other.
Whitman's ideas concur with those of Carlyle as
to the work of the poet:
Of all nations the United States •••••
most needs poets and will doubtless have the
greatest and use them greatest ••••• Of all
mankind the great poet is the equable man •••

9Thomas Carlyle, "The Hero-Poet," Heroes and Hero
Uorship,in crowned Hasterpicces 2£. Literature. University
edition, volume III. Edited by David J. Brewer. (St. Louis:
Fred D. Kaiser, 1902), P• 827.
lOibid., P• 828.

17

He is the arbiter of the diverse and he
is the key. If peace is the routine out
of him speaks the spirit of peace •••• 11
alph Waldo Emerson is the great man ·who infected
Whitman with pregnant thought.

A search through Whitman's

prose and verse reveals that no other writer, past or
present, had a remotely comparable influence upon him.12
fuitman said that Emerson helped him to "find himself."
le further acknowledged his debt to Emerson by writing:

I was simmering, simmeriug, simmering;
Emerson brought me to a boil. 1J
Emerson believed that God is in man, that reality
is

t least as truly spiritual as material; that matter

is not opposed to spirit, but is its s)'T"lbol, that the
same laws govern matter and spirit--nature and society,
nature and art, nature and the soul of man.

11:Jalt Uhitman, "Preface, 1855,"

He thought

Leaves of G ass.

12H len Hall !IcGinnis, Whltman' s Friends and bil,erary Acquaintances. (Denton: North Texas State College,
1947), p. 45.
13J. T. Trowbridge, "Peminiscences of :~ lt 1hitman," Atlantic donthly, ~'{XIV ( ~bruary, 190 , p. 166.
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that all the universe was made in harmony, that its
corresponding laws and purposes unified it and that the
~ihole is good.

Expressing the problem of unity and

variety, or the one and many, Emerson writes:
Not knowest thou what argument
Thy life to they (sic) neighbor's creed
is lent,
All are needed by each one
Nothing is fair or good alone.14
"The problem of restoring to the world its
original and eternal beauty," says Emerson, "is solved
by the redemption of the soul.

The reason the world

lacks unity and lies broken and in heaps is that man is
disunited with himself.

He cannot be a naturalist until

he satisfies all the demands of spirit.
its demand as perception." 15

Love is as much

"Love men and you will ma . . e

them good. 111 6 "Love would put a new face on the weary

14Emerson, "Each and A J," r asters of American Literature, edited by Henry A. Poch~an and Gay Wilson Allen,
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1949), p. 772.
15Pochman and Allen, 22· cit.,

"Emerson's Nature,"

p. 710.

16 1 • Ian the Reformer,"

Works, I, p. 252.
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old world in which we dwell as pagans and enemies too
long." 17
Emerson's belief that man is the manifestation
of God in the conscious gave him almost unlimited faith
in the individual.
flesh, 1118

Man, he believed is "the word made

"the only consideration, 11 19 the state is not

superior to him;"20 "no society is so large as one man. 11 21
It was Emerson's opinion that "a true man belongs
to no other time or place, but is the center of things.
Where he is, there is nature. 11 22

He writes:

The ambitious soul •••• goes on forever
to animate the last fiber of organization, the
o~tskirts of nature, by insight. To him it is
suggested that he and it proceed from one root;
one is leaf and one is flower; relation,

171.E..!&., p. 254.
18Emerson, "Self-Reliance,"

Works, II, p. 76.

19Emerson, "Politics," Works, III, p. 204.
20Ibid., p. 199.
21Emerson,

"New England Reformer,"

p. 265.
22nself-Reliance," Works, II, p. 76.

Works, III,
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sympathy, stirring in every vein. And what ·
is that root? Is not that the soul of his
soul? A thought too bold; a drea-n too wild.
Yet when this spiritual light shall have
revealed the law of more earthly natures-when he has learned to ,rorship the soul ••••
he shall see that nature is the opposite of
the soul, answering to part for part. One
is seal and one is print. Its beauty is the
beauty of his own minct.23
Also to Whitman, man was greater than anything
else.

He believed that an individual is as superb as a

nation,24 that man is above final answers--creeds, philosophies, institutions--that nothing is more divine than
man.25
Emerson, in extending his theory of man states:
Ian is the organ of the soul. When the
soul b~eathes through man ' s intellect, it is
g nius. When it breathes through his will, it
is virtue; when it flows through his affection,
it is love.2 6

-

23rbid., p. 76.
24"Preface" to Leaves of Grass, (1885).
25 Ibid., P• 80.
26Emerson, "The Over-Soul, "

Worl·s, II, p. 268.
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To E'.merson, the Over-Soul is "that Unity within
i-mich every man ' s particular being is contained and made
one with all other--he calls it the common heart of all,
the Overpowering realitys the soul of the whole, the wise
silence, the universal beauty.27
It was Whitman ' s belief that "he hears and beholds
God in every object."28

He further believed that " you and

your soul enclose all things, regardless of estimation."29
One of his most influential beliefs was the doctrine that
man is a part of God and that it is proper to worship the
Divinity innate or imminent in humanity.
It seems to the in-iter that the influence of
William Blake and of Thomas Carlyle is clearly discerned
in vR-1itman I s work and perhaps, in thought and in expression, the greatest influence was exerted by Emerson.

27 rbid., p. 269.
28Whitman,

0

Song for Occupations,"

Crass, p. 169.
29.!!?.f.£., p. 169.
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CHAPTER. III
AN ANALYSIS OF EIGHT POEMS IN vlliICH
EVIDENCE OF NYST IC ISM APPEAI S

In the preceding chapters the ·writer has
attempted to give the background of the cult of mysticism
and to show the influence of three mystics--William Blake,
Thomas Carlyle, and Ralph Waldo Emerson--on the writings
of Walt fuitman.
In analyzing these eight poems

the writer chooses

first to give a brief history of the poem; then to follow
Underhill's "arbitrary classification" of the five phases
of the mystical life; namely, (1) the mystical awakening
of self; (2) the purification of self; (3) illumination;
(!-.) the dark night of the so'J.l; (5) union. l

The writer proposes in this chapter to show,
through careful analysis that Walt tfuitman reveals evidence of mysticism in these eight poems:

"Song of Mysel ,"

"I Sing the Body Electric," ''The Prairie Grass Dividing,''

lEvelyn Underhill, Mysticism: A Study in the~ture and Development .Q! rlan's Spiritual Consciousness,
eleventh edition. (London: Methuen and Company, Ltd.,
1926), p. 205.
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"Crossing Brooklyn Ferry," "Out of th e

cra dl e

Endlessly

Rocl~ing," "When Lilacs Last i·n the Dooryard Bloom'd,"
"The Sleepers," and "The !lystic Trurnpeteer."
The first edition of Leaves of Grass appeared in
J u ly, 1855.
poem.

The lengthy preface was followed by a lengthy

It had no title but began,
I celebrate myself ~nd sing myself,
And what I assume you shall assume.
In the second edition, because this poem seemed

to say so much about the author, it was entitled "Poem
of Ualt Whitman."

But the first lines so typified the

poem t1at in the seventh and subsequent editions

"Song

of ilyself" became its title.2
"Lil·e Emerson's first and famous essay, "Nature,"
it was a fertile concentrate of everything that the author
at t hat time possessed, and most of what he was, at any
time, to possess. 1•3

2Bliss Perry, Ualt m1itman, American Men o Letters series, (Boston: 7toughton Mifflin Crn.pany, ITO'or,"

p°:78.

3Hem:y s. Canby, Walt Uhitman, An American. ( ew
Yorlc: Literary Classics,--rric., 1943. Irrstributed by
Houghton Iifflin Company), P• 110.
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Allen has a similar belief:
It says most of what Whitman had to
say until 136?• ~t says it altogether per~onally, drawing its authority from Whitman's
innermost being, insofar as he could be conscious of that being.4
The first lines of this poem are not indicative
of an egotist; the reader should visualize the poet as
he says he is--a representative and an embodiment of
divine average.5
:~ysticism is defined as •••• "a doctrine •••• aimed
at the spiritual union or mental oneness irith the Universal Spirit."6

Uith his invitation, "I loafe and

invite my soul," the poet seeks entrance into the mystic
state.

He makes further provisions for this entrance

by stating, "Creeds and schools in abeyance" ••••• ! pennit
to speak at every hazard, Nature irithout check with
original energy.

4cay Wilson Allen, ''The :ian" from Walt Whitman,
Ian
Poet
Philosopher;
Three Lectures
Presentedd Under the
_, _,
·"1
Auspices o:: The Gertrude Clark \·m itta Poetry an Literature Fund. Reference Department. The Library o~ Congress,
Washington, 1955, P• 19.
5rbid., p. 19 •
6Gaynor,_2£• cit., P• 119.
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The mystic is sensitive to natural beauty.

It is

in the quiet, contemplative atmosphere that he can meditate, that he can commtme with the "real me".

"I will go

to the bank by the wood and become undisguised and naked,
I mn mad for it to be in contact with me."
Having placed himself in the positive .attitude,
the poet continues the invitation:

"Leafe with me on the

grass ••••• I want ••••• only the hum of your valved voice.
I raind how once we lay--how you settled your head athwart
my hips and gently turned over upon me."

With this im-

agery of physical union, the s~ul has accepted the
invitation and the poet enters into the mystical state.
Proving the fact that the poet has entered into
the 1.:1ystical state is that "Blessedness--the peace that
passeth all understanding--that comes to hira:
Swiftly arose and spread around me the
peace ·and knowledge that pass all
arguments 0£ the earth;
And I know that the hand of God is the
pro:nise of r.iy own,
And I know that the spirit o. . God is the
brother of r.iy otm,
And that all men ever born are also my
brothers, and the wo:nen my sistc-rs
and lovers,
And that a kelson of the creation is love.

q•

AD.,

"
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This kelson--this undergirding of creation--is
love.

Thus the mystic phase--the awakening--is arrived

at through love.
0~ this section of the poem Allen says:
This is one of the most significant
passag~s in the literature of mysticism,
conveying a sense of union with God brotherhood 'ivith men and women, and synyathy with
all living things, however small, lowly or
common.7
diller draws this conclusion from sections one
th.:ou~h five:
The soul not only accepts the
invitations but also consumates a union
with the poet. It is the beginning of
the s~i~itual awakening of the physical
self.
Lil·e Blake, Whitman makes use of the innocence
of childhood, by questioning through the child:

"A child

saic1 '~fuat is the grass?'" Mystic that he is, Uhitman is

~ ~olitar Sin 0er, A CritiEl Bio 0raphy .Qf ~ Whitman. New York: The 1acmillan
Co1:1pany, 1955), p. 159.
7Gay Wilson Allen,

8Jamcs E. filler, Jr., A Critical Guide to "Leaves
.Q!. Grass," (C~icago: The University of Chicago Press, 1950),
PP~ 8-10.

~
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seeking insight on the sybject of self, God, life and
death.

His metaphors show not only poetic sl·ill, but

his intuitive knowledge and ~1is belief that there exists
a spiritual relationship between man and the universe.
He answers the child's qaestion:
It must be the fla~ of ,'.ly disposition ••••
I guess it is the handkerchief of the Lord •••
Or I guess it is a unifo~in hieroglyphic ••••••
•••• it see.ras to me the beautiful uncut hair
of graves.
The ;:1ystical awakening of self is complete when
comes, not only the inward vision of self, but the vision
of life of all descriptions and in all conditions and
situations.
Whitman sees life--"the little one sleeps in
his cradle;''

he sees love--"the youngster and the red-

faced girl;" he sees death--"the suicide sprawls on the
bloody floor;" he sees workers--butchers, blacksmiths,
the giant Negro

t 1orker;

he sees even the horses, the

o:~en, t h e fo w ls of the air--and he loves them all.
T ...
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Strauch interprets section 1 through 18 as "the
mystical interpenatration of the self with all life and

.aller says of this section:
The poet has achieved an acute awareness
o. an expanded self and a suprerae confidence
in ~he fitness of that self in its place. Totplied in this sense 0£ ''place",, not only for
the self, but for all else, is the sense of
design or pla.t transcending the self and all
thingsA animate and inanimate, seen and unseen.lu
Allen's interpreting this section of 1is fum_s!~

reveals this fact:
These sympathetic observations result in
a 11niversal Christ-like sympathy; '1c speaks
for all people, in all places • . is thoughts are
"the thoughts of all men of all ages and lands,
they are not original with rac." This sympathy
leads him to play marches not for victors only,

9carl F. Strauch, "The Structure of Walt Whitman's
'Song 0£ nyself' ", English Journal. (College edition),
(September, 1938), pp. 597-607.
X1.7VII.
l~iillet>, 21?.• cit., p. 15.
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but for the con~~ered and the slain also and
to eat with the "wicl·ed just the same as the
rightcous.11
The doctrine of " signature" is fa'":liliar in the
literature of mysticisr.1

and is evidenced in this poem:

I see something of God each hour of
the twenty-four and each moment of
th"'m,
In the faces of 7en and wo::::1::m, I see God,
And in my own face in the glass,
I find letters from God d~opt in the
streets,
And every one is signed by Cod's na~e.
The poem ends on a mystical note of faith, love
and perception :
I bequeath myself to t:ic dirt to grow
from the grass I love,
If you want me again lool· for me under
your boot-soles.
You will hardly know who I am or what
I r.1ean,
But I shall be good healt1 to you nevertheless,
And filter and fiber you= blood.
Failing to fetch me at first keep encouraged,

go:

llcay Wilson Allen, ~ Hhitman Handbook.
Packard and Company, 1946 ), P• 118 •

(Chica-
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11issing me one place search another,
I stop so:ne·where waiting for you.
2.

"I Sing the Body Electric"

Dominating the Children of Adara group of poems,
"I Sing the Body Electric," appeared in the first edition, 1855, of the Leaves of Grass.

This is the group

of poems ·which gave rise to a two hou-;: discussion between
Emerson and Hhitman.

It was during Whitman's first visit

to .,...,oston that the two met and Emerson tried to dissuade
l

itrnan from publishing these poems.

Years later, m1.it-

mnn spoke of this discussion!
And then I felt doim in my soul the
clear and unmistakable conviction to disobey all and pu::sue ny otm ·way. 12
\fter Emerson had presented his arguments against
the publishing of the Children of Adam Poems, he asked
Whitman for his answers.

Said Hhitman:

Uhile I can't answer them all, I feel
more settled than eve~ to adhere to my otm
!t 13
theory and to exemp l ..... y .1. •
!.(:

12perry, 2.£• ill_., p. 170.

131.21£., P• 171.
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Purification of the self is one of the phases
of nystical life.

Unlike the typical mystic, Uhitman

does not conform to the belief of the mortification of
tho body for purification of the self.
ennobling the body.

He believes in

As the title indicates, the poet

celebrates the body " electric" not the body in isolation.14
I sing the body electric,
The armies of those I love engirth me
and I engirth them,
They will not let me off till I go
w'ith them, respond to them,
And discorrupt them, and charge them
full with the charge of the soul.
Was it doubted that those who co=rupt
their own bodies conceal themselves?
And if those who defile the living are
as bad as they who defile the dead?
And if the body does not do fully as
much as the soul?
And if the body were not the soul, what
is the soul?
This is a poem stressing physical beauty and
love, as well as the sacredness of the individual.
unites.

Love

The body and the soul are united, for it is love

that is the creating, unifying, and life-giving power of
the universe.

14:.riller, .QE• cit., P• 4Z.
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The author names the things he loves and of which
he is a part--swimmers, wrestlers, firemen, the babe at
the mot. er' s breast--he is in sympathy, love, with all.
Again the -igures of speech convey effectively
t e i.raagery:

"To see him pass conveys as much as the

best poem, perhaps more.''

Or, "the blood showed like

scarlet through the clear brom1 skin of .1is face."
Another evidence of mysticism is found in this
poem in the union of night and da\-m:
Bridegroor.1 night of love working
surely and softly in the prostrate
dawn •••••
Lost in the cleave of the clasping and
sweet-fleshed day.
The mystical element o~ perception:
As I see my soul reflected in Nature,
As I see through a mist,
One uith ine~,pressible completeness,
sanity, beauty.
After giving an exhaustive catalogue of the body,
these lines conclude the poem:
0 I see these are not the parts
and poems of the body only, but
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of the soul.
0 I say now these are the soul.
"T :us
. cone 1us ion
·
of the poem," says
11

b1·in 00 s into sharp f
0

ocus

iller,

th
. e concept ••••• t1at the phy-

sical gives origin to the spiritual, that corruption o
the body is in reality corruption of the sou1.15
llhen this poem is read after "The Sleepers", one
o

the poems to be analyzed later in this chapter, it

gains in meaning.
3.

"The Prairie Grass Dividing"

"The Prairie Grass Dividing" is one of the Calamus poems.

It was publisl1ed in 1860.

Calamus is a tall

succulent water grass found abundantly in the lowlands o
Louisians.

Whitman, no doubt, became

amiliar -with this

beautiful grass when he went to New Orleans in 1Q 1-J 0 and
returned up through tl1e Liddle Uest and by the Great
Lal·es and back to New York. 16

15r~iller,

.QJ2•

cit., p.44.

16tllen J The
Solitary Singer, p. 189.
_.;;..;;;-=--

JL;.

"Grass is a syr.ibol of eternity because it is
perennial or deathless. 11 17
is and the water is."18

"And it grm,s w~1erever land

The poet uses the Calclmus as a

sy1bol o:E intimate friendship--comradeship.
eaning of t1is poem

Further

as to setting, the writer quotes

fro:n "The l?rairies" in Specimen Days:
I wonder indeed if the people of this
continental island West know how much of first
class art they have in these prairies--how
original and all your own--how much of the influence of a character for your future hu~anity
broad patriotic, heroic, and new; how entirely
the tally on land the grandeur and superb monotomy of the sl·ies of heaven and the ocean with
its waters? How freeing, soothing, nourishing
they are to the soul •••• 19

As the prairies serve to influence the character
of humanity, the prairie grass symbolizes the closeness,
the nearness, and the beauty of comradeship.
The prairie grass dividing, its special
odor breathing
I demand of it the spiritual corresponding

17"By Broad Potomac's S!1ore''
18"song of llyself 11
19"The Prairies",

Specimen Days.
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Der,1and the most copious and close
companionship of men,
Demand the blades to rise of words
acts, beings.
>
In the above lines, the mystical phase of
spiritual love is e~"pressed.

This poem carries with it

the general celebration of the ideal relationship of the
soul with the soil.
4.

"Crossing :3rooklyn Ferry"

''Sun-Dolm Poem" was the original title of this
poem in the second edition of the Leaves in 1856.

Thoreau

deemed it his favorite and one of m-iitman I s most sustained lyric achievements.

Here the poet has put to use all

of the poetic devices so that the reader will relive the
emotional experience of the author.

Evidence of mysticiso

is found throughout the poem, beginning with its current
title, "Crossing Brooklyn Ferry."
"Like Emerson in his mystical e:tpcTience on a
bare common in ·winter tir:ie on a cloudy day, the settinc
of this poem uould see□ at first glance to be unpromisinz;
a ferry c~ossing the I!:ast _ iver, uith the griray docl~s
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lining both shores and the turbid waves slapping against
barges and ships of all descriptions--not to mention the
-loating garbage and refuse fron two careless cities.
itraan's eyes did not rest on these realistic details."20
1:Jit' mystic insight he sm1 the future and spoke prophetical-

ly of it:
Flood-tide below me! I see you face
to face!
Clouds of the west-sun there half an
hour high-I see you also face to face.
Crowds of men and women attired in the
usual costumes
How curious you are to me!
On the ferry-boats the hundreds and
1
1undreds that cross, returnin::; home,
are more curious to me than you suppose,
And you t.1at shall cross from shore to
shore years 11ence are more to me, and
more in my meditation than you mig1t
suppose.

The projection of the self into ot1er selves is
a ~ystical element.

The discountenance of tL~c and space

is another.
It avails not, tir.le nor place--distance
avails not,

20Allen, ~ Solitary Singer, P• 184.
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I am with you, you men and women of
a generation, or ever so many
generations hence.
I pro j ect myself, also I return--I am
witl:1 you ••• • ••
Identification is an evidence of mysticism; it
is here the key word of the poem:
I

too had been struck from the float
forever held in solution,
I too had receiv' d identity by ~y body,
That I was I knew was of my :)oly, and what
I should be I knew I should be of my body .
Allen e:::~presses his interpretation of this poem
by sayinr; that the trip, the water, the sunlig't, time
and place gave the poet the symbolism he needs. The time
of day is particularly important:

flood-tide, half an

hour be ore sunset, the ferry freighted with humanity;
there is always change, always activity, going and coming,
li~e the eternal cycle of life, death, and birth again.21
Allen continues :
\faethm.· vicario..isly or through experiences
of which we have no recorJ, or more li ely in a
sudden intuition of his inner nature, the poet

21Allen,

~ Solit ary Singer, p. 186.
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feels sure he knows what it is to be evil:
"The
wolf,
the snake, the hog, not wantin~o
•
H
.J
in me• ; 't'111atever guilty thouohts
or sly int.,
tentions others have had he has had the
same.22
The poet enjoys so much the e::(perience
o_ crossing on the ferry that he would like
it to last forever, and time to stand still:
"Suspend here and everywhere> eternal float
of solution." But he also t·mnts to complete
the e::~perience and the eye le to join the men
and women who shall come after ~i.1, both those
who will share the experience est1etically
through his poem. Thus the ;:-iver of time must
flow on ••••• life is always in solution, souls
forever crossin~ and recrossing from mortality to iramortality and back again.23
~filler's explanation tends to be more interpretative along mythical lines.
Sections 7 through 9 achieves that
identification prepared for in the first two
parts. The fusion •••• arrives as a saaimystical venture of this nature should •••••
The spiritual love that binds man to m~n no~
becomes a bridge to allow t~z poet to identify himself with the reader.

22Ibid., p. 186.
23Ibid., p. 136.
24. !iller, .QE• cit., P• 86.
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"The knowledge of man's spiritual identity with
all manl·ind is, like all mystic knowledge, beyond the
reach of. the nind because it is a knowledge of the soul, ,,25
says Hiller.
I:eep your places, objects than which
ro:E else is more lasting •••••
You have waited, you always wait, you
dumb, beautiful ministers,
We receive you ·with free sense at last •••••
Ue use you, and do not cast you asidc-Ue plant you permanently within us,
Ue -athom you not--uc love you-There is perfection in you also,
You furnish your parts tm,ard eternity,
Great or small, you furnish your parts
toward the sou1.26
The poet here is speal~in~ of the objects themselves as they exist spiritually within men's souls; this
e:dstence may be their real reality or primary existence,
as the mystics would say.
It is in this poem that the poet has ca ricd the
reader into the phase of spiritual unity.

z.s, ii ller,

.Q.E.

ill.• ,

26 rbid., P• 87.

P• 8 7 •
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5.

"Out of the Cradle Endlessly Rocking"

This beautiful ode was first published in the
Saturday P-.cess,

December 24, 1859, under the title "A

Child Reminiscences . "

The next year it was included in

the third edition of Leaves .Qf Grass under the title "A

\lord Out of the Sea, it (later called "Sea Drift"), and
the subtitle "Ueminiscence" inserted just after line 23.
In 1871, it was given its present title.27
The opening stanza is one long introductory
sentence, preparing the reader for the ra~iniscen~e of
an incident in the man ' s boyhood e:>~periences.

The main

predication is found in lines 13-22:
Bring hither, ere all eludes me, hurriedly
A man, yet by these tears a little boy
again,
Throwing myself on the sand,
Confronting the waves,
I chanter of pains and joys, uniter
'of here and hereafter, leaping beyond
them,
A re~iniscence sing.
liost critics have taken this reminiscence as a
symbolical account of the poet's own 1:r~~v~me1t, probably
'{.,

27Allen, ~ Solitary Singer, p. 230.
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of his lover.

Holloway is unable to identify the lover

but he says that, "Surely some lover had died, and he
could find S?lace only in song~ ,,2~
Ohfp,-f- C

ro

It is Van Daren's opinion that this is the second
of Uhitman •s masterpie-:es in the major mode; that it is
lyric, not argument; that it is one protracted, impassionJv-~

ed song in celebration of death. 29

\ fVI.~

The he-bird sang when the she-bird did not return:
Blow! Blow! Blow!
Blow up sea ·winds along Pau11anok' s shore!
I wait and I wait till you blow my natc
to me.
The boy understood the song of the bird
"brother ."

his

This sympathy of the boy with the sorrot·Ting

bird, his knowledge of its sufferin::; is evidence of
mysticism .
He call'd on his mate
He poured forth the meanings which I
of all men l'now.

23Emory Holloway, Whitman: _n Interpretation in
Narrative, (tTew York: Knopf, 1926), p. 162.

__ , ___ ,

Han

2~·ark Van Doren, ''The Poet," i n ~ \.Jhitman,
Poet Philosopher•
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In these lines is substantiated the poet's
belief that he, of all men, is close to and in harmony
with all nature.
Furt1er evidence of mysticism is pointed out in
the fact that Whitman looked upon all animals as his
brothers:
Yes, my brother, I know,
The rest might not, but I have treasur'd
every note •••••
I listen'd to keep, to sing, now translating the notes
Following you my brother.
Here again, is the mystic's identification.

Here

again is the awakening; the poet identified himself with
the bird and received the gift of song or prophecy.
The love in the heart long pent,
now loose, not at last tumultuously
bursting •••••
The aria's □ eaning, the ears, the soul,
swiftly depositing •••••
Now in a ,;w1.1ent I know what I am for, I
awake •••••
And already a thousand singers •••••
A thousand warbling echoes have started
wi.thin me never to die.
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The element of projection and continuity is in
these lines:
0 yo~ solitary singer, singing by

yourself, projecting me,
· 0 solitary me listening, never more
shall I cease perpetuating you.

As the bird has sought his answer fron the sea
I

concerning his lost mate, the poet seeks his answer from
t e bi~d.

The sea does not answer the bird, nor docs · the

bird ansuer the poet.

It is t'1e sea that answers the

poc1.-:
Delaying not, hurrying not,
Uhisper'd me through 1 the night,
,
and very plainly before daybreak,
Lisp' d to r,1e the low and delicious word
death •••••
And-again death, dcat~, death •••••
Hissing ••••• creeping ••••• laving me •••••
death, death: death •••••
The poet will never forget the answer but fuse
the song of the two together.
The I·ey words in this poem are love and death.
The poet, s use of w·ord music and imagery creates the un- c;_
e sea, the r.1yt'hrilic movement o,. a
dulating mova~ent Of tl1

e
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cradle.

~he sea is described as "hissing melodious"

its word of death.

This term "hissing" creates the

horror which the thoughts of death arouse.

The word

"melodious" is associated with happiness and harmony;
which is resultant fro~ the spiritual fulfilment of
death.

The phrase then is an insight into the relation-

ship of death and love.

The mystic's insight and

affirmation may be summed up as Miller so aptly puts it:
Life and death are not the beginning
and end, but rather ceaseless continuation.
Death is birth into spiritual life. The sea,
as it sends its waves unceasingly to the seashore, is the "cradle endlessly rocking" just
as the spiritual world, through the mystic experience of death provides the "cradle" for
man's spiritual birth.JO
6.

"When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom'<l"

This beautiful elegy, considered also as one of
Whitman ' s masterpieces, headed the new collection of poems,
Sequel to ~-Taps, printed by the Gibson Brothers in
I

Washington in 1865-66.

3~-Iiller, £E.•

This poem is an expression of grief

ill.•, p. 110.
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at the death of a beloved national leader (President
Abraham Lincoln) and a reconcilation to that loss and
ultimately a reconcilation to all death.31
This "fine elegy, now in every anthology, is not
a patriotic outburst, but the finest and most sublimated
of those Calamus poems which celebrate the love of comrades."32

Whitman was always seeking for those he could

love; he believed democracy was to be bound together by
a fraternity of affection, stronger than politics.

\fuit-

man describes President Lincoln as a beloved stranger and
the greatness of our loss in his death as proportinate not
so much as to the eminence of the man as to the breadth of
his capacity for love. 33
Whitman ' s conception of mystical evolution is suggested in the beginning lines:
When lilacs last in the dooryard bloom'd,
And the great star early droop'd in the
western sky in the nigpt,

3lMi ller, .2E.•

ill.•,

P• lll.

32perry, 212.• ill_., P•P• 239-41.
33~., p. 242 .
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I mourn'd, and yet shall mourn with
ever-returning spring.
Ever-returning spring, trinity sure to
me you bring
Lilacs blooming perennial and drooping
star in the west
And thoughts of him I love.
Each line in section 2 begins with the letter "O",
representing the shape of the mouth in expressing great
pain.

It is the uncontrollable grief directed at the star

of the west.

This star is symbolic of Lincoln who came

from the western section of our country:
0 powerful western fallen star,
O shades of night--0 moody, tearful night.
O great star disappear'd-0 the black murl· that hides the star!
O cruel hands that hold me powerless-0 helpless soul of me!
o harsh surrounding cloud that will not
free my soul.
The lilac bush represents physical life and the
bird, the hermit thrush, introduced in section 3, represents
spiritual life.
Song of the bleeding throat,
Death's outlet song of life, (for well
dear hrother I know,
If thou was not granted to sing thou
would'st surely die).

TT

•

here a.::;.:iin, as in " Out o_ t-'ne
era
--

::loc:. · n~,
_ " t :1c

C

..,n 1CSS y

oe1..... i· cnti~ics himself wit 1 th~ bir --

" ca~· brother. ''

~,
'- "'"'...- . a l Y

-:-~o...
.c
.
o you, .1.or
on
lone
D ossoms and brcnc~ s g~ccn to cof4ins
all I b ..·ine,
· esh as the morni:i~ t1is wou
c~cnt a son3 for you
0 sane an sacred dcat.
For

In sect · on 9, t 1e
anc un- e ·st.in ·

s

c

~

·~,

I

oet hears the song of t!1"' bir

ut he is not a';)le to go completely

li -e ( t 1c love o - comrade, the sta , ) ho <ls 1i.-::i:
S inrr...., on there in t 1e swam ,
I sin,...cr
bashful and ten er,
...,

!1ea

your not s ..... I un crst . . n you,
Dut a mom~nt
lin; r, £or ·he lustrous
!-1n._

s t,:r· '1as dctcin ' d me,
C?.'.lrt ing
.:,Cli.u.
"'•·J·
- cor.11.· a c :.io <ls an
,.. .. ,..,..

c:: ...,; ~ ...... me.

T~:1c mystical element--. is insi3t t or knmr c ge of

,.,.-.. ~1...1 co::ies u"nd he is reconcile

to dcat.1; :1c is ·

nt · £i'"'
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or united with the bird and T.Tftl"
.v... .• his comrades in the
spiritual life through death.

Dea th i s always near in

the physical life and is needed for entrance into the
spiritual life.
His reconcilation to death:
Approach strong deliveress,
When it is so, when thou hast taken
ther:t joyously sing the dead,
Lost in the loving floating ocean of thee
Laved in the flood of thy bliss O death.'
The last linas of the po~~=
Lilac and star and bird twined with the
chant of my soul,
There in the fragrant pines and the cedars
dusl· and dim.
"will keep alive in the memory of the poet and the minds
of future readers of this poem, the true meaning of th

0

President ' s death, and the inevitable death of every individual; but like the resurrection myths of all lands
and people, this elegy ends on the note of hope and joyous acceptance, " says Allen . 34

34Allen,

-

The Solitary Sin,1er, p. 357.
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7.

"The Sleepers"

This poem has not been accorded the appreciation
and notice it really deserves.

It ranks high in Whitman's

poetry and was the fourth poem in the first edition.
1856 title was "Night Poem" and this title suggest

theme and the symbol.

Its
the

"The night symbolizes the world of

spirituality, and sleep represents death's release of the
soul. ,,35

In 1°60

the poem's title was "Sleep-Chasings;"

it is in its present title "The Sleepers" that a night of
dreams is portrayed.
The poet uses the universal sympathy motif which
is a phase of the mystic life in this poem.

Allen says

that he achieves both a poetic ~nd a mystic unity by projecting himself like a spirit among the sleepers of all
lands, visiting, healing and soothing each in turn.36
Dr. R. 1. Bucke has called this poem " •••••• a
representation of the mind during sleep," made of "connected, half connected, and disconnected thoughts and

3 5t-u11er, .Q.E•

-

ill·,

P• l30.

Walt Whitman Handbook, p. 171.
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feelings as they occur in dreams, some commonplace some
weird •••• and all given with the true and strange emotional accompaniments that belong to them.37
The key word in sections land 2 is identification.

The poet identifies himself with the human scene

as he wanders all night in his vision, traveling arotmd

the globe.

He observes the sleepers-•••• little children in their cradles ••••
• • • • the livid faces of drunkards. • • •
.
•••• the insa.,e in their strong door'd room,
•••• the new-born emerging from gates,
•••• the dying eme:ging fron gates •••• the
blind sleep,
•••• the prisoner, the murderer--all sleep.

All are enfolded by night, the world of spirituality which
brings sleep and release from pain ..

I-llumination comes to

the poet following this identification, and he sees all
things as beautiful.

He sees sleep, like death, a level-

er; •••• "one is no b ett er than the other."

He projects

himself into the sleepers:

I ~o from bedside to bedside
I :1eep close with the other sleepers .....

37nr • ......
n
•1 Bucke, \_Ialt Whitman.
•
David 1cKay, 1883), P• 171.

(P iladelphia:
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I stand in the dark,
I pass my hands soothingly over them.
Here the poet becomes a healer, a soother, and
comforter.
continue

The universal sympathy and the projection
as he, speaking metaphorically becomes--"a

dance, the actor •••• actress, politician, the emigrant •••
the exile, the criminal, the wasted, or feeble person."
Section 2 concludes with the poet ' s intimate association with death.

Through his identification l.-rith

darl·ness in sections 3 through 6, he becomes aware
spiritually of the darkness but not evil or pain in
death, and the light and air of life.
motif is used.

Again the sea

The courageo:.is struggle of the swimmer--

he is baffled, bang ' d,bruis ' d •••••

The slapping eddies

are spotted with blood, they bear him away--against the
sea represents the nearness of death in life.

The poet's

insight or his mystical reconcilation to death is expressed:
His beautiful body is borne--Swiftly and out
of sight is borne the brave corpse.
Another nystical element in this section is
spiritual love.

This is portrayed in the love of two
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women--his mother and the red squaw.
ly mother lool:' d in delight and amaze-

ment at the stranger,
She look'd at the freshness of her tallborne face-Never before had she seen such wonderful
beauty and purity-i1y mother had no work to give her, but
she gave her remembrance and fondness-Section 7 is suggestive of the poetic emergence
from a mystical experience:
A contact of sonething unseen--an
amour of light and air.
The poem concludes in section 8 with the poet's
examination o: self and his certainty of faith in Reali-

I too pass from the night,
I stay a while O night,
but I return to you again and love you.
Why should I be afraid to trust myself
to you?
I am not afraid •••
I know not how I came of you
And I know not where I go with you, but
r know I came well and sl1all go well.
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These last lines are perhaps the most mystical
in this poem.

For he re th e poet, like the mystic, is un-

certain of his origins and destiny but he is full of the
certainty of faith.

To the poet

Death becomes a birth

into the spiritual world or a return to the mother--the
t1orld of spirit, the ultimate and real Reality.
8.

"The Hystic Trumpeteer"

This noble chant was first published in 1872
with the poer.1 "As A Strong Bird on Pinions Free."

It

had been recited by the poet as the commencement celebration of Dartmouth that year.
This shadowy musician is symbolic of the poet's
creative imagination and by identifying himself with the
trun1peteer, Whitman partially expresses his own poetic
creed and what he hoped to effect by his poetry.
This poem is not difficult to read, for its
language is simple and direct; its symbols are not elusive.
In section 1, the poet hears the strange musician and
through alert listening catches the notes which are "like
a tempest"; "now 1m·,-'' ; " now, lost • "

In section 2, the
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poet evokes the "ecstatic ghost" to give freely--but to
his ears only--the music that he may translate.

Again

listening to the notes, "a holy calm descends" upon the
poet and he is able to translate the "chaotically surging" .nusic.
Section 5 states one of the major themes of the
poct--the mystic and that is Love:
Take now the enclosing theme of all,
the solvent and the setting,
Love, that is pulse of all, the sustenance and the pang •••• o
No other theme but love--knitting, enclosing, all-diffusing love.
Section 6 gives another one of the poet's themes-War.
Blow again trumpeteer--conjure war's alarums.
Lo where the arm'd men hasten-Lo: mid the clouds of dust the glint of
bayonets,
r see the grime-faced cannoneers,
I mark the rosy flash amid the smoke,
I hear the cracking of the guns; •••••
I hear the cries for help!
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Evidence of mysticism may be found in section 7.
The poet becomes identified with the trumpeteer and thinl·s
that he becomes the instrument that the trumpeteer is playing.

Spiritual insight comes to the poet, and he sees the

enslaved, the hurt> the oppressed of the ·whole earth and
is in syrapathy with all.
Section 8 concludes the poem and is an expression
of faith and hope.

It is also indicative of what the poet

1oped his poetry would be--prophetic of t1e future.
Now trumpeteer for they close,
Vouchsafe a higher strnin than any yet,
Sin:; to ny soul, renew its languis., ing
faith and hope,
Rouse up my slo~, belief, give me so::nc
vision of the future,
Give me for once its prophecy and its
joys.
The writer agrees with liller that "The 1ystic
Gass
f =r
Trurnpeteer" is Leaves .Q....
____

in miniature and con-

firms the three-part thematic structure of the boo·.38
The foregoing investigation of these eight poems
. · sm •
reveals evidence of Mys t ici

It also presents an
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understanding of the poet's message, and offers aid to
those persons ·who seek to have an appreciative and enjoyable reading of these poems.

CHAPTER IV
sur2w,y

It was the purpose of this thesis to discover
evidence of mysticism as revealed in eight poems in
Ualt Whitman 's Leaves .Qi Grass.
It was assumed that there is a lack of interest
in reading Whitman's poetry because of its mystical
elements.

It was believed that by pointing out the

evidence of mysticism and showing its meaning and
relationship to poetry, a better understanding of these
poems uould be gained.
The study showed that mystical experiences go
back so:ne three thousand years in human experiences.

It

sho1:·1cd also that the Love mystic believes love to be the
~oundation of creation, and that it unites equals and
seeming opposites.
The study of the three mystics--Hilliam Blalre,
Thomas Carlyle, and 11alph Waldo Emerson--and their literature revealed that all three influenced Hhitman, but
Emerson's influence appeared mo~e dominant.
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The investi2ation
of each of t.1e eir;ht poems
...,
revealed that in "Sonc...., of r'ys,..lF''
-. - a 11 ... ive phases o
1

the

ystical life--awal·ening o.f!... self.• puri· f ication o. self,

illumination, the dark ni2l""t
1 an d union--are
...,·• of the sou)
revealed.
In "I Sing the Body Electric", the mystical
elernents of purification of self and union is seen.
Prairie Grass 1ividing" reveals spiritual love.

"The

"Crossing

Brooklyn Ferry'' ca-ries the element of union and projection and identification.

"Out

the Cradle Endlessly

o[

Rocking" celebrates death, and the mystical element revealed in death is that it is an outlet for the soul to
enter into spiritual life.

Wfuen Lilacs Last in the Doo.:-

ya::d J loom' d" reveals the mystical elements in its
suggestion of mystical evolution.

It reveals the insight

or l·nowledge of death and shows, like't·1ise, a reconci liation to it.

In "The Sleepers" the element of identifica-

tion is prominent.

It also reveals the elements o. il-

lu.~ination and spiritual love.

The concluding

ocm in

this study, "The ~Iystic Trurapeteer'' contains the major
theme of the love mystic- ·lov~ .

This poem likewise re-

veals the mystical ele~ents of identification, sympathy,
love and faith and hope.
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From this investigation> and with these
cumulative illustrations, the writer feels that evidence
has been established that mysticism is revealed in the
eight poems analyzed in Whitman's Leaves of Grass.
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